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Master List and Student List: The master list of word parts contains all of the 
word parts and corresponding meanings.  The student list is blank, so  
students can fill it in as new word parts are added.  Copying the blank student 
list on card stock works well, especially i f the students will be referring to the 
word parts over an extended period of time.   

Flashcards: The flashcards are designed to be printed or copied back-to-back.  
The font is big enough to use the flashcards as a whole class.  Making a game 
out of it (Around the World) works well.  As you add word parts to the list, it is 
extremely beneficial to informally qui z students using the flashcards every day 
or every other day.  

Practice Pages: The practice pages can be used in a variety of ways,.  
Grouping the worksheets together in a workbook format and assigning the 
pages as the word parts are introduced is one option.  Using the worksheets 
as a review before the assessment is another option. Students will need 
access to a dictionary to correctly complete the practice pages. An answer 
key is included for all ten worksheets.   

Assessment: The assessment consists of ten matching questions.  Students 
simply need to match the word part with its corresponding meaning.  An 
answer key is included with the assessment for easy grading. 

Common Core Standards Addressed in this Lesson:
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.L4 Determine or clari fy the meaning of unknown and multi ple-
meaning words and phrases by using context clues, analyzing meaningful word parts, and 
consul ting general and speciali zed reference materials, as appropriate.

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.CCRA.L5 Demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word 
relationships, and nuances in word meanings.

WORD PARTS UNIT ONE
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WORD PARTS UNIT ONE
WORD PART MEANING

trans across; through

sub under

path disease; feeling

syn/sym with; together

gen born

ic/tic having to do with

ad to; toward

in not

ast star

ology study of

Name: Date:
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WORD PARTS UNIT ONE
WORD PART MEANING

Name: Date:
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TRANS
Name: Date:

1 .  transform  ____ a. move from one place to another  

2. transaction  ____ b. change in form or appearance

3. translate  ____ c. written or typed copy

4. transfer  ____ d. turn one language into another

5. transcript  ____ e. buying or selling something

Part 2. Match each word with its correct meaning.

Part 3. Write three original sentences.  Each sentence must contain a word that
includes the word part “trans”. 

1 .  
2. 
3. 

Word Parts: Unit 1

Part 1 . Define the word part, and
draw a picture to represent the
meaning.

MEANING

PICTURE
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SUB
Part 1 . Define the word part, and
draw a picture to represent the
meaning.

Name: Date:

Part 2. Insert the correct word from the box into the sentences that follow.

Part 3. Write three original sentences.  Each sentence must contain a word that 
includes the word part “sub”. 

1 .  
2. 
3. 

Word Parts: Unit 1

MEANING

PICTURE

subway       submarines       subtitle       subconscious       subtotal 

1. The ___________________ gave me a clue as to what the article was about.

2. The military uses ___________________ to attack enemy ships. 

3. The total of a bill before tax is added is called the ___________________.

4. In New York City, many people take the ________________ to work.

5.   Our ________________ minds are at work when we are dreaming.  
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PATH
Part 1 . Define the word part, and
draw a picture to represent the
meaning.

Name: Date:

Part 2. Use a dictionary to define each word below.

Part 3. Write three original sentences.  Each sentence must contain a word that 
includes the word part “path”. 

1 .  
2. 
3. 

Word Parts: Unit 1

MEANING

PICTURE

1 . pathogen: __________________________________________________________

2. sympathy: _________________________________________________________

3. psychopath: ________________________________________________________

4. pathetic: __________________________________________________________

5. telepathy: __________________________________________________________
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SYN/SYM
Part 1 . Define the word part, and
draw a picture to represent the
meaning.

Name: Date:

Part 2. Correctly complete the words below by adding “syn” or “sym”.

Part 3. Write three original sentences.  Each sentence must contain a word that 
includes the word part “syn” or “sym”. 

1 .  
2. 
3. 

Word Parts: Unit 1

MEANING

PICTURE

1 .   ______pathy

2. ______onym

3.   ______agogue

4.   ______thetic

5.   ______ptom
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GEN
Part 1 . Define the word part, and
draw a picture to represent the
meaning.

Name: Date:

Part 2. Place each word in the box next to its correct meaning.

Part 3. Write three original sentences.  Each sentence must contain a word that 
includes the word part “gen”. 

1 .  
2. 
3. 

Word Parts: Unit 1

MEANING

PICTURE

gene       genuine       gender       generation       genesis  

1. _________________: all of the people born and li ving at about the same time 

2. _________________: a unit of DNA

3. _________________: state of being male or female

4. _________________: actual, real, or true

5.   _________________: the beginning of something
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IC/TIC
Part 1 . Define the word part, and
draw a picture to represent the
meaning.

Name: Date:

Part 2. Find each word listed below in the word search puzzle.

Part 3. Write three original sentences.  Each sentence must contain a word that 
includes the word part “ic” or “tic”. 

1 .  
2. 
3. 

Word Parts: Unit 1

MEANING

PICTURE

realistic       organic       metallic       genetic       artistic   

Q U R G I C M P X O A O

R J M E T A L L I C F R

O G E N W G Z K E N G G

H I R E A L I S T I C A

A R W T O A L C V X Q N

E S T I D Y B V E S W I

R L M C A R T I S T I C
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AD
Part 1 . Define the word part, and
draw a picture to represent the
meaning.

Name: Date:

Part 2. Choose the correct meaning for each word below.

Part 3. Write three original sentences.  Each sentence must contain a word that 
includes the word part “ad”. 

1 .  
2. 
3. 

Word Parts: Unit 1

MEANING

PICTURE

1 .  advertise:
a)  draw attention to
b)  to hide
c)  drive to

2.  adhere:
a)  listen to
b)  stick to
c)  run to

3.  adjoin:
a)  go to
b)  walk to
c)  next to

4.  adapt:
a)  adjust to new conditions
b)  easy to remember
c)  stay the same

5.  adverb:
a)  describes a verb,  

adjective, or another   
adverb

b)  describes a noun
c)  describes a noun or 

pronoun
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IN
Part 1 . Define the word part, and
draw a picture to represent the
meaning.

Name: Date:

Part 2. Write “yes” at the end of the sentence i f the word in italics is used correctly.  
Write “no” at the end of the sentence i f the word in italics is used incorrectly. 

Part 3. Write three original sentences.  Each sentence must contain a word that 
includes the word part “in”. 

1 .  
2. 
3. 

Word Parts: Unit 1

MEANING

PICTURE

1. Jenny broke her leg and was incapable of participating in dance class.  _______

2. Jose worked until his history project was incomplete. _______

3. John did not understand the lecture because it was inaudible. _______

4. Jan’s new Ferrari was inexpensive. _______

5.   Jack was late because the hallway was inaccessible for ten minutes. _______
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AST
Part 1 . Define the word part, and
draw a picture to represent the
meaning.

Name: Date:

Part 2. Complete the crossword puzzle
with words that begin with “ast”.

Part 3. Write three original sentences.  Each sentence must contain a word that 
includes the word part “ast”. 

1 .  
2. 
3. 

Word Parts: Unit 1

MEANING

PICTURE

Across
1 .  a rock orbiting the sun
3. the study of the universe
4. the study of the zodiac, for example 

Down
1 .  a person who travels in space
2. a medieval instrument used to 
determine the position of the sun

1

2

3

4
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OLOGY
Part 1 . Define the word part, and
draw a picture to represent the
meaning.

Name: Date:

Part 2. Write true or false next to each statement below. 

Part 3. Write three original sentences.  Each sentence must contain a word that 
includes the word part “ology”. 

1 .  
2. 
3. 

Word Parts: Unit 1

MEANING

PICTURE

1. Biology is the study of li fe.  __________

2. Geology is the study of rocks and land. __________

3. Theology is the study of plants . __________

4. Zoology is the study of animals. __________

5.   Psychology is the study of bones. __________
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WORD PARTS UNIT ONE
ANSWER KEY

trans: across; through 
1. b
2. e
3. d
4. a
5. c 

sub: under
1. subtitle
2. submarines
3. subtotal
4. subway
5. subconscious

path: disease; feeling
1. pathogen: (noun) an agent that causes 

infection or disease
2. sympathy: (noun) feelings of pity and 

sorrow for someone else
3. psychopath: (noun) an unstable and 

aggressive person
4. pathetic: (adjecti ve) arousing pity
5. telepathy: (noun) communication from 

one mind to another

syn/sym: with; together
1. sym
2. syn
3. syn
4. syn
5. sym

gen: born 
1. generation
2. gene
3. gender
4. genuine
5. genesis

ic/tic: having to do with

ad: to; toward
1. a
2. b
3. c
4. a
5. a

in: not
1. yes
2. no
3. yes
4. no
5. yes

ast: star
across:
1. asteroid
2. astronomy
3. astrology

ology: study of
1. true
2. true
3. false
4. true
5. false

down:
1. astronaut
2. astrolabe

Q U R G I C M P X O A O

R J M E T A L L I C F R

O G E N W G Z K E N G G

H I R E A L I S T I C A

A R W T O A L C V X Q N

E S T I D Y B V E S W I

R L M C A R T I S T I C



trans  ____

sub  ____

path  ____

syn/sym ____

gen  ____

ic/tic  ____

ad  ____

in  ____

ast ____

ology  ____
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WORD PARTS UNIT ONE
Name: Date:

Unit 1 Assessment

1 .  

2. 

3. 

4 . 

5. 

6.  

7.  

8.  

9 .  

10. 

Directions: Match each word part with its meaning.

quiz
a. study of  

b. disease; feeling

c. star

d. to; toward

e. with; together

f. having to do with

g. not

h. under

i. born

j. across; through



trans  ____

sub  ____

path  ____

syn/sym ____

gen  ____

ic/tic  ____

ad  ____

in  ____

ast ____

ology  ____
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WORD PARTS UNIT ONE

Unit 1 Assessment

1 .  

2. 

3. 

4 . 

5. 

6.  

7.  

8.  

9 .  

10. 

Directions: Match each word part with its meaning.

quiz
a. study of  

b. disease; feeling

c. star

d. to; toward

e. with; together

f. having to do with

g. not

h. under

i. born

j. across; through

ANSWER KEY

j

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

i



YOU MIGHT BE INTERESTED IN 
THESE ADDITIONAL RESOURCES:

CLIP ART & GRAPHICS CREDITS:

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Root-Words-Prefixes-Suffixes-Units-1-12-Bundle-2969104
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Root-Words-Prefixes-and-Suffixes-Activity-Editable-Pennants-4534415
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/50-Off-24-Hrs-Root-Words-Prefixes-and-Suffixes-Word-Wall-and-Flashcards-5330027


This Roots, Prefixes, and Su ffixes Unit is part of the 
Roots, Prefixes, and Su ffixes Units 1-12 Bundle.

The foll owing resources are included in the larger Roots, 
Prefixes, and Su ffixes Bundle available for purchase in 

the Literacy in Focus store.

CLICK HERE TO VIEW THE BUNDLE ON TPT

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Root-Words-Prefixes-Suffixes-Units-1-12-Bundle-2969104



